
Demon Derby Rules

What is Demon Derby? 
Demon Derby is a new and original Printable Card Game by Morien Jones. 
Dark creatures vie to become all-powerful and smite their challengers. The only safety lies in 
absolute power. The shadowy hand of the sinister underground supernatural guild, 
the 'Gothic Nostra' is at work here, and it's time to select a new leader. There can only be 
one victor, and the losers pay with their lives. 

Bring forth a power-hungry character from your team of super-charged beings, and compete. 
Only one character can survive each round of the power-race. 

The play is quick and easy to pick up and many players can play, (I recomend a maximum of
4 players unless you print out more cards.) It also can work as a solo game, if you don't mind 
drawing cards for the "opponent". 

For Ages 6 - Adult

Storyline
Beneath the agony and glamour of our world, beats the dark heart of another world ... 
a veiled world. Everything is not as it seems.
This is a world of magic and monsters, hidden from those whose eyes are not yet open 
to see. Pretenders plot and scheme. Beasts put on human skin and walk amongst us.
Prowling our urban jungles are creatures of darkness, changing our perceptions to avoid 
our gaze. Hiding whilst in full sight. Beware, my friend, beware.
One can smile … and smile … and be a villain.
Bolt the shutters and lock the doors, for something wicked is abroad.

Assembly
Print out 3 x Power Up Sheets, 1 or 2 Duel Sheets, and 1 of all other card Sheets.
Use Photo Paper, (as thick you can print.)
Cut out all cards.
Insert them into Deck Protectors if you have them, (these can be purchased from most 
hobby / games shops.)

Equipment Needed to Play
The cards you printed, and a dice.

Terms
You may download and print this game. You may not pass on the files, place them on your 
website, or sell them. You may direct people to our website and we would be very grateful. 
This game is ShareWare, so please, if you enjoy playing, please make a contribution via our 
Ebay listing, or better, via our website (www.MorienJones.com) powered by PayPal. In return 
we will inform you when there is an expansion available, and you will be contributing to future 
game productions.


